AeroShell Smoke Oil
Intense, High-Persistence
White Smoke

Crystal-Clear,
Bio-Degradable
White Oil, Free
From Sulphur
SMOKE TRAILS CAN HELP TO
MAKE SPECTACULAR
AEROBATIC DISPLAYS AND
VIVID SKYWRITING
The smoke is typically created by
vaporising mineral white oils or diesel in
the hot engine exhaust. Therefore, the
choice of material that is used to create
this impressive effect on the sky is
important. Based on the feedback our
technologists received from aerial
display pilots regarding the issues they
were having with odour forming in the
cockpit during the flight, we decided to
look for an innovative alternative. Our
aim was to provide an effective product
to ensure the pilots could fly without
experiencing such issues so that the
show could go on. The result is AeroShell
Smoke Oil: a crystal-clear, inherently biodegradable, synthetic white oil that is
virtually free from sulphur and other
impurities. Crucially, AeroShell Smoke Oil
vaporises readily in piston- and jetengine aircraft exhausts to give an
intense, high-persistence white smoke.

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE
AeroShell Oil W 15W-50 semi-synthetic,
multigrade oil for reduced maintenance
costs, fast acting protection and reduced
fuel consumption compared with singlegrade oil. AeroShell Oil W80/100 Plus for
pilots who want a premium single-grade
oil with extra wear and corrosion
protection.

“For many years, AeroShell has been the
exclusive provider of smoke oil for the SUN
‘n FUN International Fly-In & Expo – the
second largest event of its kind in the USA.
With hundreds of high-performance flights,
every component of our operation has to be
perfect. AeroShell’s smoke oil has provided
reliable and consistent quality, and its
service and supply are second to none. SUN
‘n FUN proudly recommends AeroShell
Smoke Oil for your event.”
Greg Gibson, Air Show Director, SUN ‘n FUN
International Fly-In & Expo
“Flying close-formation aerobatics is one of
the most thrilling parts of our air shows. We
have been using AeroShell Smoke Oil
because of its superior performance and
reliability. We trust AeroShell products and
AeroShell Smoke Oil is the obvious choice for
us.”
AeroShell Aerobatics Team

“Clear like water, dense as cotton… AeroShell Smoke Oil, drawing the skins of the skies”.

